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PARK HOTEL VITZNAU 
HEALTH & WEALTH RESIDENCE 

 

We are an independent Asset Management Company located in Vitznau, Canton of Lucerne, Switzerland. 

Our major task is the management of investment funds as well as investment mandates from different 

companies of our group. For the support of our Software Development Team we are looking for a 

 

Software Developer (f/m) 

(100%) 

 

Your Tasks: 
 

- You develop innovative, top-notch applications in Java 8 

- You design and implement robust data models 

- You contribute in planning and executing on our software infrastructure and roadmaps 

- You develop production quality code in close coordination with the core business team 

- You experiment with most recent methods in the area of Artificial Intelligence 

 

Your Profile: 
 

- First experience in software/web development in an agile environment  

- Knowledge of the Java 8 platform 

- Experimented with Java associated Frameworks like JSF, JPA, JUnit or JAX-WS 

- Experience with PostgreSQL or any other established SQL Database 

- Confident in using version control systems (svn/git) as well as bug tracking systems 

- Basic know-how of automated build and testing frameworks such as Jenkins and Maven 

- Worked with client-side web technologies such as JavaScript, HTML and CSS 

- You are curious to learn and enjoy working in a highly collaborative environment 

- A strong interest in financial markets is an advantage 

 

Our Offer: 
 

- Get unique insights into one of the world’s leading Emerging Market Fixed-Income Investors 

- The chance to work in a start-up environment and take on responsibility 

- Challenging projects in the financial markets area 

- Improve your own creative thinking and innovation skills  

- Possibility of flexible working hours in a modern office space 

- Participate in trainings and attend conferences for your professional development 

- Join a young and dynamic team  

 

For further information, please do not hesitate to contact jan.elberry@zzag.ch - otherwise we are look-

ing forward to receiving your application by mail to petra.buesser@zzag.ch! 
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